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Introduction

What are Russia’s plans for its nuclear weapons? As tensions between Russia on the one hand and the United States and the NATO and EU countries on the other have grown over the last two years, Kremlin officials have said a few things that appeared to emphasize Russia’s nuclear capacity and perhaps even threaten its use. This has led some Western scholars and analysts to argue that Russia has a low threshold for nuclear war: a terrifying proposition. No less than former U.S. secretary of defense William Perry recently described nuclear weapons as Russia’s “weapon of choice.” Some have posited that Russia’s nuclear doctrine can be described as “escalate to de-escalate,” the idea that Russia might use a nuclear weapon to demonstrate intent in the midst of a conventional conflict and thus deter an adversary from further action. This has led to calls that the United States and NATO

---


need a more credible nuclear deterrent at a lower level of conflict. But is this really Russia’s strategy, or is something else going on here? And either way, what might be the most effective U.S. and NATO response?

In this paper, I argue that the evidence that Russia’s nuclear strategy is one of “de-escalation,” or that it has lowered its threshold for nuclear use, is far from convincing. Rather, Russia’s statements and behavior indicate more a desire to leverage its status as a nuclear power—less a lowering of the threshold than a reminder that escalation is possible, and that Russia must therefore be taken seriously. Moreover, and perhaps more importantly, even if I am wrong, and Russia indeed has a lower bar for nuclear first use than do other countries, this is driven by Russian concern that its conventional capacity is not sufficient. As a result, such a problem, if it exists, will not be solved by the lowering of the U.S. threshold for nuclear use. Rather, a lower U.S. threshold would lead Russia to doubt Washington’s faith in its own conventional capabilities, damaging the value of the conventional deterrent. Moreover, lower nuclear thresholds from both countries, particularly if accompanied by the development of more “usable” nuclear weapons, would increase the risk of nuclear war.

I begin by looking at Russia’s stated doctrine on nuclear use. I then examine three other important indicators of its intentions: statements by officials, exercises, and force development plans. I postulate, as Quinlivan and I have before, that the combination of what states write, what they say, what they exercise, and what they build should provide a good sense of their actual policy. Moreover, we should expect consistency between these. I close with conclusions and implications.

Interpreting Russian Doctrine

Nuclear weapon states have a strong incentive to be clear about what they do and do not intend to do with their nuclear weapons. This is because for nuclear weapons to be useful as deterrents, potential antagonists need to know that they face a nuclear threat. States therefore have two options: to clearly state the conditions under which nuclear weapons will be used, or to be vague, and allow others to assume a broad range of such conditions. A deterrent will surely be less effective, and the risk of catastrophic miscalculation higher, if states insist that the range of possible use is narrower than their actual intentions.

The Russian Federation makes a point of including its nuclear weapon policy in its Military Doctrine. The most recent of these was issued about nine months after the start of the Ukraine crisis, in December 2014. The language it uses in regards to nuclear weapons is identical to that in the 2010 Military Doctrine:
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5 Quinlivan and Oliker, Nuclear Deterrence in Europe, 5–9.
6 Note that few in the United States believed the USSR’s “no first use” policy, in place from 1982 until the collapse of the USSR. See, for example, Harold A. Feiveson and Ernst Jan Hogendoorn, “No First Use of Nuclear Weapons,” Nonproliferation Review (Summer 2003). It is more difficult, however, to find Russian analysts who discount it.
The Russian Federation shall reserve the right to use nuclear weapons in response to the use of nuclear and other types of weapons of mass destruction against it and/or its allies, as well as in the event of aggression against the Russian Federation with the use of conventional weapons when the very existence of the state is in jeopardy.\footnote{Embassy of the Russian Federation in the United Kingdom, “Military Doctrine of the Russian Federation, December 25, 2014: Section III, Para. 27,” press release, June 29, 2015, http://rusemb.org.uk/press/2029.}

This is a comparatively high bar in the world of nuclear weapon policies. It’s a higher bar than that of the United States, which reserves the right to use nuclear weapons “to defend the vital interests of the United States and its allies and partners.”\footnote{White House, “FACT SHEET: Nuclear Weapons Employment Strategy of the United States,” June 19, 2013, https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/06/19/fact-sheet-nuclear-weapons-employment-strategy-united-states. For more detail, see U.S. Department of Defense, Report on Nuclear Employment Strategy of the United States Specified in Section 491 of 10 U.S.C. (Washington, DC: Department of Defense, June 12, 2013), http://www.globalsecurity.org/wmd/library/policy/dod/us-nuclear-employment-strategy.pdf.} It’s also a higher bar than past Russian doctrines. In the 1990s, when Russia was newly independent and its armed forces weak, many, including its senior defense officials, saw the nuclear arsenal as Russia’s only option to deter the broad range of threats—since its conventional capacity surely could not do so.\footnote{See the discussion of that period in Olga Oliker and Tanya Charlick-Paley, Assessing Russia’s Decline: Implications for the United States and the U.S. Air Force (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2002), http://www.rand.org/pubs/monograph_reports/MR1442.html.} The fact that the defense minister at this time was Igor Sergeev, a former missile troops commander, probably had an impact as well. It was during this time that the “de-escalation” argument became prominent in Russian analysis.\footnote{The original argument is presented in V. I. Levshin, A. V. Nedelin, and M. E. Sosnovsky, “O Primenenii IAdernogo Oружия Dlia Deeskalatsii Voennykh Deistvii,” Voyennaya Mysl (May-June 1999): 34–37.} It was reflected in the 2000 military doctrine, which allowed for nuclear weapon use under conditions of “large-scale aggression by conventional weapons in situations deemed critical to the national security of the Russian Federation.”\footnote{Security Council of the Russian Federation, "Military Doctrine of the Russian Federation: Approved by Order of the President of the Russian Federation on April 21, 2000, Order No. 706.”} It was also exercised explicitly in one large-scale exercise, Zapad 1999, in which a nuclear strike was used to end a conflict after Russia’s conventional forces were overwhelmed.

Prior to the publication of the 2010 doctrine, many believed that the threshold would be lowered further. In 2009, a senior Navy official spoke of new nuclear-capable cruise missiles, indicating that there was an interest in greater nuclear capacity at a sub-strategic level in the Navy, at least.\footnote{“Russia Could Focus on Tactical Nuclear Weapons for Subs,” Sputnik News, March 23, 2009, http://sputniknews.com/russia/20090323/120688454.html#ixzz42MhPlpTwWhile.} Shortly before the doctrine’s publication, then-Security Council Secretary Nikolai Patrushev suggested that it would allow for nuclear weapon use to deter conventional attack in local and regional conflicts, as well as permit “preventive” nuclear strikes.\footnote{See the discussion in Quinlivan and Oliker, Nuclear Deterrence in Europe, 31–32.} But when the doctrine was published, it did no such thing, as indicated above.
Some argue that the language in Russia’s official doctrine is sufficiently vague to still allow for preventive strikes. One might speculate that the classified annex on nuclear policy, released on the same day as the 2010 doctrine, might include a lower threshold for nuclear use. However, the whole point of deterrence doctrine is to signal to adversaries. If the threshold had been lowered, surely the doctrine would have reflected that. It seems therefore more likely that a policy debate took place, and that some participants, such as Patrushev, sought to create a _fait accompli_ through public appeals. In the end, however, proponents of a lower bar for nuclear use had lost. This is supported by Patrushev’s own statement after the doctrine was published, which echoed its language and underlined that nuclear weapons were tools of deterrence.

That the language did not change in December 2014 would further seem a reaffirmation of that policy, even in the context of worsening ties with the United States. The new doctrine was rushed into print on the heels of the Ukraine crisis, and seemingly personally pushed by President Vladimir Putin. Sending signals to the West was perhaps its main purpose. If a lowered nuclear threshold was one of those signals, it would surely have been stated more clearly. Rather, the new doctrine’s discussion of “conventional deterrence,” a first for Russian military doctrine, appears to reflect the premium Moscow is placing on improving its conventional capabilities.

A final argument for why I do not think de-escalation is Russia’s official strategy is that Russian proponents of such an approach are unhappy. While McDermott cites some Russian analysts who emphasize the importance of nonstrategic nuclear weapons to Russia, their comments appear to emphasize the importance of parity with the United States far more than they demonstrate a strategic shift to “de-escalation.” Even more importantly, some of the same people who supported a “de-escalation” approach in the late 1990s are still writing about it now, and they are writing about it in the hopes that it will be adopted. They don’t think that Russia has the capacity to implement “escalate to de-escalate,” and argue that the armed forces should develop that capacity. On the one hand, it is worrying that officials within the Ministry of Defense also make this argument (oddly, in the one case I have found, by the coordinator of the Inspector General Directorate). On the other hand, the fact that it is made, and by those seemingly in the know, does suggest that it is not, actually, the strategy.

Now, one can certainly postulate that the centralized and personalized Putin regime may define “the very existence of the state” as the continuing control of Russia by its current government, rather than imminent destruction of the nation as a whole. This is plausible. But while worrying, it is also likely to be consistent with past Russian approaches, at least over the last 15 or so years, and thus is unlikely to be a sign of a lowered threshold for nuclear use.
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17 McDermott, “Russia’s Conventional Military Weakness and Substrategic Nuclear Policy.”


What Officials Are Saying

I begin with the statements. Echoing Patrushev’s comments of five years ago, we have heard threats against Western states. These tend to be somewhat vague and generally threatening, rather than specific in their intent. While some Russians in the public eye may note their country’s ability to turn the United States into ash,20 comments by actual officials, including, notably, Vladimir Putin, are not so clear. This is not to say that they are not disturbing. After all, they have included what can be seen as nuclear threats against Denmark should it choose to host NATO missile defenses.21 This threat is reminiscent of similar comments about Poland in 2008.22 Putin has also indicated that placing nuclear weapons on alert had been an option if Crimea had escalated, though the specific scenario he had in mind is not known.23 The lack of clarity here suggests that Russian officials want to create an atmosphere of uncertainty regarding their nuclear intentions, but also that they are stopping short of direct nuclear threats in most cases. Rather, they emphasize that Russia is a nuclear power, so the shadow of nuclear escalation hangs over any conflict. This is the reverse of, for example, the U.S. approach, in which the official doctrine is broad, but senior officials tend to avoid such inflammatory rhetoric (there are exceptions, notably from some members of Congress24). Intentionally, these comments say nothing about actual doctrine for nuclear use and certainly not about strategy.

What About Exercises?

Military exercises are intended to practice things that countries actually want their armed forces to be capable of doing. They are also often used by states as a way of signaling to other countries what their intentions are. Whether those signals are read correctly or not is a somewhat different question. In 1997, the United States’ Army’s 82nd Airborne Division carried out a parachute drop into the Central Asian republic of Kazakhstan, as part of a multinational peacekeeping exercise. The United States insisted that this exercise was not intended to threaten Russia, and even invited the Russians in on the planning. The Russians were still nervous, and continued to be for some time.25

So, what do we see in Russian nuclear exercises, and what are we meant to see? First of all, Russia holds a substantial number of exercises each year, and many of them have a nuclear component.26
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21 Jensen, “Russia Threatens to Aim Nuclear Missiles at Denmark Ship.”
Those nuclear exercises that are based on a discernable scenario generally exercise some sort of escalation, a pathway in which conflict culminates in nuclear use. This escalation is not, in and of itself, "escalating to de-escalate." In order to find evidence of that strategy, we would need to see what we saw in Zapad-99: reliance on nuclear use in a heretofore-conventional context not for military effects, and not to preserve the state or an ally, but to stop the conflict in an advantageous way. (Use of nuclear weapons to preserve the state would, of course, be an example of using nuclear weapons in the face of an existential threat.)

It is difficult to read this into Russia’s recent exercises. From what is known about them, they are in line with a more linear view of escalation: a long-held Russian concern that a conventional conflict could escalate to large-scale nuclear use. They also align with Russia’s stated doctrine of using nuclear weapons in the event of an existential threat, including that posed by an adversary’s strategic nuclear arsenal. Russian strategic forces are meant to deter such threats from emerging.

This applies to the exercises commonly cited as examples of Russia planning to use nuclear weapons to “de-escalate.” Examining, for example, the exercises held since 2008 and listed in the National Institute for Public Policy’s 2015 “Russia’s Nuclear Posture” report, it is notable that almost all involve strategic, not tactical, systems. This does not disprove the “escalate to de-escalate” hypothesis. While a “de-escalation strategy” would involve tactical use of nuclear weapons, that does not mean that nonstrategic systems are required. Rather, strategic weapons could be used in a tactical way: a strategic bomber was used in Zapad 1999. However, that is not what we see in these exercises.

What do we see? Russia appears to have held large-scale strategic nuclear forces exercises roughly every fall from 2008 to 2014, at least. In March 2014, there was also an exercise that postulated a large-scale nuclear strike. It was followed by a May exercise the same year, whose scenario included a nuclear attack on Moscow. Another large-scale exercise was held in February 2015. One was ongoing at the time of this writing March 29–April 2, 2016. This list may not be comprehensive, but what is notable about it is that while some Western sources argue that tactical nuclear systems were used in several of these exercises, nothing in the Russian reporting on them reflects this. Rather, these exercises appear meant to test the readiness and command and control of Russia’s strategic...
nuclear forces, and thus to maintain Russia's ability to deter a strategic attack. It is therefore difficult to argue that the purpose of these exercises is actually preparation for tactical use.

There are exceptions. Western sources consistently report that Zapad 2009, in fall of that year, involved a tactical nuclear strike on Poland.\(^\text{34}\) Leaving aside that Russian reporting on the exercise does not mention nuclear use, it is important to note that Zapad 2009 took place just as the debate on the new doctrine was ongoing, and there was, as discussed above, widespread speculation that the nuclear threshold would drop. It is possible that, as in 1999, this exercise (and perhaps others at that time) was testing a likely new doctrine—which in this case did not come to pass.

What exceptions have we seen since the 2010 doctrine was issued? One exercise that may have modeled smaller-scale nuclear use was Vostok-2010. This exercise included the launch of a Tochka-U missile, which can carry either nuclear or conventional warheads (as many systems can). At the time, McDermott suggested that the circumstances of the strike were "similar to that of a simulated tactical nuclear strike."\(^\text{35}\) The greater accuracy of the Tochka-U if nuclear-armed may be one factor leading to that conclusion.\(^\text{36}\) Russian reporting indicated the possible use of a nuclear mine, but these references soon disappeared from official sources.\(^\text{37}\) In 2014, the Vostok exercise for conventional forces coincided with a strategic rocket forces exercise in the same region. It may well have included a scenario for escalation from conventional to nuclear. Again, the nuclear forces in use were strategic, and their exercise was sufficiently complex to suggest that they were testing something other than a "de-escalatory" strike.\(^\text{38}\) It is worth noting that the Vostok exercises are held in the Far East (Vostok means East, just as Zapad means West), and while China is never named as the plausible adversary, there are more than a few reasons to think that its capabilities are the main planning parameter for this exercise series.\(^\text{39}\)

More worrying is what has been termed a "mock nuclear attack" on Sweden in March 2013, as part of an exercise involving dual-capable medium-range Tu-22M3 bombers.\(^\text{40}\) A NATO report described this as a nuclear exercise.\(^\text{41}\) An anonymous Russian source neither confirmed nor denied this, when asked...
by Russian journalists, but noted that "both sides" conduct such exercises. While this is certainly concerning, and, if NATO is correct, indicates that Russia did exercise nonstrategic weapons in a tactical role, we do not know whether it fits a "de-escalation" model. In fact, it doesn’t make a lot of sense. For one thing, if Russia was to attack proximate Sweden, surely it would use a missile rather than medium-range bombers. While the exercise likely served a signaling purpose, just what that signal was is not clear.

Thus, most of Russia’s nuclear strategic exercises appear routine, and in keeping with maintaining the force. Others exercise Russian doctrine regarding how escalation might take place. Some, however, are outliers. If the last were accompanied by Russian confirmation regarding the doctrines and approaches they were modeling, we might have some sense of the intent. Instead, we generally have silence and denials. One possibility is that, in line with the Russian statements described above, this is part of a conscious Russian effort to demonstrate not a clear strategy, but rather vagueness and ambiguity: Thomas Schelling’s “threat that leaves something to chance.” This tells us not that the nuclear threshold has been lowered for purposes of nuclear use, but perhaps that the Russians are intentionally signaling unpredictability, rooted in a desire to remind the world of their nuclear status. This, of course, aligns well with the somewhat random threatening statements discussed above.

Modernization

What, then, of modernization plans? There is no question that Russia has been modernizing its strategic nuclear forces. So are other nuclear weapon states, including the United States. Russia has been working on new missiles, new submarines, and has, after many years of delays, finally developed a new cruise missile in both nuclear and conventional variants (the Kh 101/102) for its strategic bombers. Insofar as these developments contribute to a more secure, reliable deterrence arsenal, replacing aging systems, one could argue that they are positive developments. And it is true that many of Russia’s systems are aging, and most of these improvements have been long in the making. The United States certainly intends to keep its systems updated, though the specifics of, and funding for, modernization are subject to debate.

But while more stability would be welcome, Russian investments in its strategic systems perpetuate historical tendencies to focus resources on silo-based systems rather than on survivable mobile ICBMs and SLBMs, or on effective and reliable early warning. Russia is even developing a new, heavy
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MIRVed ICBM to replace the SS-18, although this long-standing effort has run into the usual delays.\textsuperscript{46} Although Russia touts heavy, silo-based ICBMs as capable of penetrating U.S. defenses in a second-strike scenario, silo-based systems are generally thought of as first-strike or launch-on-warning weapons, because an adversary would almost certainly destroy them in their own first strike. Meanwhile, Russia’s early-warning capability has deteriorated substantially since the Cold War, greatly limiting its capacity to accurately assess when a launch-on-warning is called for. This is without a doubt unstable. But while Russia’s strategic force posture is concerning, it is also, as noted, in line with its historical postures. It therefore does not indicate a drop in Russia’s nuclear threshold (although it may increase the risk of a Russian nuclear launch on false warning).

There is also talk that Russia is working to develop low-yield nuclear weapons and/or modernizing its nonstrategic nuclear weapons, perhaps with the intent of creating a class of nuclear weapons less likely to draw a nuclear counterattack and are therefore more "usable." Most who make this case point to a single point of evidence: comments by Viktor Mikhailov, once Russia’s minister of atomic energy and former director of one of its nuclear weapons laboratories, regarding a "nuclear scalpel."\textsuperscript{47} Mikhailov did, indeed, make several statements about Russia developing lower-yield tactical weapons. He made those statements between 1999 and 2002. He died in 2011. Mikhailov never described these systems as anything other than possibilities, perhaps things that Russian developers could do, if directed and funded. However, he also said that they were not, in fact, so directed or funded. He did suggest, at times, that scientists might be working on them nonetheless.\textsuperscript{48} Others consistently denied this, however. Despite Mikhailov’s early comments being made when "escalate to de-escalate" was seriously considered as policy, officials made it clear that Russia was not working on anything of the sort, although some, including Mikhailov, argued that the United States was developing such capabilities.\textsuperscript{49} While it is possible that these nascent technologies of a decade or more ago have had a resurgence, I, for one, would need more evidence to be convinced.

Here is what we do know about Russia’s nonstrategic nuclear arsenal. It likely comprises about 2,000 warheads, half of which have operationally assigned roles, according to Igor Sutyagin. These are


various kinds of missiles and bombs, both air and sea launched. Russian policy is to keep the weapons, for the most part, in central storage, separate from the delivery vehicles to which they are assigned (exceptions to this rule are air defense and ballistic missile defense forces and ships on combat patrol), so their use would require moving them to where the systems, some of which are dual use, are based.

These dual-use systems have also fueled concerns in the West, because Russia has been building up its surface-to-air and ballistic and cruise missile capacity. Some systems—most notably the Iskander ground-based ballistic missile, with a range up to 500 kilometers (km), and the Kalibr sea-based cruise missile, with range of 300–2,500 km—have attracted particular attention because both can be deployed in nuclear and conventional variants (ranges may vary based on whether a nuclear or conventional weapon is used).

The Kalibr was long in development, and is an update of past systems. It has seen some use in Syria (obviously in a conventional variant), where the Iskander has also been spotted. The Kalibr generated attention in 2015 amid speculation that it might have been tested in a ground-based variant, thus violating the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) treaty. But in and of itself, it changes nothing about Russian operations or planning.

The Iskander, for its part, was in development since the mid-1990s. For many years, it was discussed only as a conventional weapon. Indeed, its developers at the Mashinostroenie Design Bureau were quick in 2000 and in 2004 to reject any notion that it might be nuclear armed; while the idea was mentioned in passing, the greater concern was continuing delays with the system. The same was true in 2007, when deployments began. In 2008, Western media reported that Iskanders might be deployed with nuclear weapons in Belarus and Kaliningrad. Russian sources, however, denied that there was any plan to do so. After the August 2008 Georgia War, however, Viktor Zarazin, of the Duma’s Defense Committee, floated the idea that a tactical nuclear deployment in Kaliningrad might be possible, as a counter to NATO’s tactical nuclear weapons, should Russia’s president deem it
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52 The range is 500 km for the cruise missile variant; it is less for the ballistic missile variant. Moreover, because the INF treaty bans ground-based missile systems, nuclear or conventional, with ranges between 500 and 5,500 km, the Iskander and other systems are declared and tested at ranges short of 500 km.
necessary.\textsuperscript{57} Later that year, then-President Medvedev spoke of possible Iskander deployments to Kaliningrad—but without mentioning a nuclear capability.\textsuperscript{58} More recently, however, Russian press reports have begun touting the Iskander’s possible nuclear role.\textsuperscript{59} Thus, what is clear is that the Iskander could be armed with nuclear weapons (as, in theory, could most systems), and the Russians have realized that the prospect makes the United States and its NATO allies nervous.

Also worth noting is Russia’s work on a hypersonic boost glide vehicle. Russia is not alone in working on this technology: the United States and China, among others, are doing so as well, and are probably further along. However, Pavel Podvig has speculated that Russian approaches to this system might have a nuclear component (as the U.S. version is unlikely to).\textsuperscript{60} Still, at this point, we do not know what Russian plans actually are.

The most worrying development in all of this is not the systems themselves, but Russia’s having seized on the dual-use nature of many them as a mechanism for unnerving the United States and NATO. I do not see this as evidence of a lowered nuclear threshold, however. Instead, as with exercises and statements, it creates an image of a Russia eager to exploit U.S. and allied fears of its nuclear capabilities. Further lending credence to this goal is the infamous “leak” last year of Russian plans for a highly destructive new “nuclear torpedo,” which looked a bit like plans from the 1950s.\textsuperscript{61} The disclosure of the system seems likely to have been intentional, and thus another effort at signaling a combination of unpredictability and nuclear weapon capacity.

Thus, as with exercises, nothing about Russia’s nuclear modernization program seems to support either an “escalate to de-escalate” strategy or a true lowering of the nuclear threshold. Russia is modernizing old systems and building some new ones. But in doing this, it seems very much to be taking advantage of actions that might unnerve the United States and its NATO allies. While there may be inconsistencies among strategy, statements, exercises, and force development, this is the one constant.

\textbf{What Does This Mean, and What If I’m Wrong?}

Russia’s nuclear strategy is not obvious. If its exercises modeled behavior that was in line with stated doctrine, which was espoused by officials, and weapons modernization was in line with improving capabilities to fulfill that doctrine, we would be confident of what the Russians intended. Instead, there are disconnects: Some exercises and weapons-development plans are in line with stated strategy, others seem poorly connected to it. Officials are careful to avoid directly contradicting

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
doctrine, but happy to make vague and ominous pronouncements. This is unnerving, but it falls short of a convincing case of a coherent strategy of “escalating to de-escalate” or even of a lowered nuclear threshold (if that were the case, surely officials would be more direct in their statements, and the doctrine would have been changed). Instead, what is consistent appears to be a concerted effort on Russia’s part to identify and exploit ways to keep the West off-balance, including by the effective mechanism of nuclear brandishing. It appears to be Russia’s hope that in this way, it can be effective even in the context of far smaller conflicts, where nuclear escalation would otherwise seem highly unlikely.\textsuperscript{62}

A nuclear-weapon state whose primary goal is making others nervous is likely to be successful in that goal, for good reason. Even absent a strategic force posture of overreliance on less-survivable systems paired with weak early warning, Russia’s behavior is destabilizing. It also has long-term repercussions. As Pavel Podvig argues, the emphasis on dual-use systems (and specifically on their dual-use nature) risks muddying the water and removing clear distinction between nuclear and conventional weapons.\textsuperscript{63} I do not urge complacency. But the trick is to respond in ways that increase stability, rather than decrease it—to avoid falling into the Russian trap.

It is possible, of course, that I have misread Russian doctrine. Indeed, it is possible that Russia has intentionally written its doctrine to be misleading and I have fallen for it. That Russia in fact intends not just to leverage its nuclear arsenal to unnerve other states, but that it might actually use those weapons. However, even if I am wrong, I have largely the same prescription.

Whether Russia is lowering its nuclear threshold, or simply leveraging itself as a nuclear power, it is doing this in large part because of its conventional weakness. Note the emphasis on developing “conventional deterrence” in the doctrine—Russia does not want to be reliant on nuclear weapons. Moreover, when Russians write about NATO and U.S. capabilities, it is not their nuclear supremacy they focus on, but their advanced conventional technologies, which are mentioned in the military doctrine, among other documents and statements. Russia is worried about, and therefore deterred from certain actions, first and foremost by the threat that the United States and its allies would use their conventional supremacy to do great damage to Russian forces and preclude their military victory.\textsuperscript{64} Relying on a nuclear arsenal to overcome this is dangerous, because the credibility of taking such an action is questionable.

Russia’s reported development of lower-yield weapons, and its perceived lower threshold for nuclear use, are cited by some as reasons that the United States should develop such capabilities itself, and make clearer its own intent to use nuclear weapons in a range of possible cases.\textsuperscript{65} This would be


\textsuperscript{63} Podvig, “Blurring the Line between Nuclear and Nonnuclear Weapons.”

\textsuperscript{64} For a more-detailed argument, which accepts the premise that Russia has a “de-escalation” strategy, see Michael Krepon and Joe Kendall, “Beef Up Conventional Forces; Don’t Worry about a Tactical Nuke Gap,” Breaking Defense, March 28, 2016, http://breakingdefense.com/2016/03/beef-up-conventional-forces-dont-worry-about-a-tactical-nuke-gap/.

\textsuperscript{65} Colby, “Russia’s Evolving Nuclear Doctrine and Its Implications”; Kroenig, “The Renewed Russian Nuclear Threat and NATO Nuclear Deterrence Posture.”
counterproductive, enhancing rather than countering Russia’s destabilizing doctrine. The notion that effective deterrence requires carefully calibrated equivalence at each step of any possible escalation ladder is faulty.\textsuperscript{66} The idea that military strategists will (or should) define their response based on the throw-weight of a weapon used, rather than its effects and the broader strategic framework, implies little faith in one’s strategists. The fact is that conventional deterrence can be enough to prevent use of these lower-scale weapons, should they emerge: if Russia is worried about U.S. conventional capabilities, it is worried about them in the context of a response to a nuclear strike as well as a conventional one. Moreover, if that is not enough, the United States has a range of nuclear options, and a declaratory policy that allows for their use.

In fact, lowering the nuclear threshold of the United States and NATO would signal to the Russians that Washington and Brussels are less confident in their conventional superiority and capacity than Russia is. This, in turn, could lead the Russians to doubt that capacity. This would weaken, not strengthen, NATO and U.S. deterrence. Moreover, a move by either Russia or the United States to develop “usable” low-yield nuclear weapons themselves would eliminate the very thing that makes the nuclear deterrent work—that nuclear use is so destructive as to be unthinkable. This also doesn’t strike me as a particularly good idea. Nor is joining the Russians in seeking to take advantage of the ambiguities presented by dual-use systems.

The Russian government is irresponsible when it escalates the rhetoric on nuclear weapons, when it simulates nuclear strikes on NATO allies, and when it makes vaguely menacing statements that reference its nuclear might. It is irresponsible on purpose, relying on its status as a nuclear power to attempt to deter a broad range of actions, when these threats are not, in fact, credible. The United States and its European allies and partners should unquestionably hold Russia accountable for this behavior, and emphasize that it will not be tolerated and that it will continue to undermine Russia’s standing globally. They should themselves avoid vague and unclear language and ambiguity and make clear their priorities and interests. They should also husband and continue to develop their already strong conventional capabilities and make clear their intentions to use them to defend those defined interests, when military capabilities are appropriate means of doing so. And, of course, they should maintain their nuclear deterrent. But they should not lower its threshold.
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